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worsted industries.1 Some woollen factories were erected,
but in 1803 only a sixteenth of the pieces of cloth made
in the West Riding were produced by large factories.2 The
report of 1806 on Woollen Manufacture noted the possession
of four or five looms by one weaver as exceptional, and,
describing the Halifax district, it stated that *' the greater
part of the domestic clothiers live in villages and detached
houses. ... A great proportion of manufacturers occupy
a little land, from 3 to 12 or 15 acres each/13 As late as
1856 only about half of those engaged in the Yorkshire
woollen industry were employed in factories.4
\Jhe output of the woollen industry increased steadily
throughout the eighteenth century. ,' In 1766 only 2,000,000
Ib. of wool, but in 1817 nearly 17,000,000 lb., were im-
ported. Wages were comparatively good, but those of
hand-loorfi weavers fell rapidly early in the nineteenth
century.3 Hours were long, but those of the domestic
workers were probably longer than those worked in the
factory: child labour was very widely used.5-
Outside Yorkshire machinery was Introduced even more
slowly in the woollen industry. The fly-shuttle was not
introduced in the West Country until the nineties, steam
was rarely used and factories were unusual. Consequently
the West Country was yielding its supremacy to Yorkshire.
The worsted industry, which had been the chief occupa-
tion of the Norwich district, was being developed In York- industry.
shire between 1750 and 1780. Though the Norwich trade
trebled between 1700 and 1770, It was surpassed by York-
shire.7 The worsted trade was controlled to a much greater
extent than the woollen trade by capitalists; the weavers
were virtually wage-earners employed by worsted merchants
and specialisation was more advanced. Machinery was
1	Hammond, Rise of Mod. Industry, p. 129 «.
2	Mantoux, op. cit.t p, 273.	3 Ibid., p. 56 n.
4	Lipson, Hist, of Woollen and Worsted Industs., p. 176.
5	A hand-loom weaver was paid £i 6s. 8d. for a piece of cloth
24 yards long (a week's work) in 1797-1803, ^i in 1804-10 and 143. yd.
in 1811-17 (Lipson* Hist, of Woollen and Worsted Industs., p. 195).
6	Lipson, Econ. Hist, of England, vol. ii,, p. 63.
7	See Econ. Journal, vol. xx.  (1910), The Transference of the
Worsted Indust. from Norfolk to the West Riding (J. H. Clapham).

